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1. Will Biden’s progress on decreasing child poverty hold?

2. Should California end recall campaigns?

3. 10 years later, what is the biggest lasting impact Occupy

Wall Street had on America?

4. What reforms does the FBI need to take to avoid another

USA Gymnastics-esque failure?

5. What are the most urgent changes that the U.S. needs to

make to its asylum system

6. Is the Supreme Court’s “shadow docket” becoming too

influential?

7. Were expanded unemployment benefits ended too early, too

late, or at just the right time?

8. What will be the implications of Apple loosening its App

Store restrictions

9. Will Biden’s new workplace vaccine mandate survive

constitutional challenges?

10. 20 years later, what is the biggest legacy 9/11 has left on

America



11. Does Wells Fargo need to be broken up?

12. Is a Civilian Climate Corps a good idea?

13. Why are Americans so far behind on vaccination uptake

compared to other developed nations?

14. Is Beto O’Rourke the best candidate to challenge Greg

Abbott in 2022?

15. Was Rochelle Walensky right to overrule the CDC

advisory panel on Pifzer booster shots

IX

1. How impactful will China’s decision to stop funding coal

plants abroad be?

2. Will America’s relationship with France survive its new

military deal with Australia?

3. Will Germany badly miss Angela Merkel?

4. What role should central banks play in the fight against

climate change?

5. How should global financial regulators learn from China’s

Evergrande crisis?

6. What is the future of cryptocurrency in Afghanistan?

7. What will the results of Norway’s recent election mean for

the country’s future climate policies?



8. Will Biden’s new nuclear submarine deal with Australia

effectively counter China?

9. Will anti-Putin political forces gain in Russia’s parliamentary

elections?

10. Can Pedro Castillo make his economic agenda a reality in

Peru?

11. Will Canadian PM Justin Trudeau ultimately come to

regret calling a snap election?

12. Can Najib Mikati reverse Lebanon’s descent into

economic collapse?

13. Is Boris Johnson’s new tax hike a good proposal?

14. Will China’s new digital content restrictions succeed?

15. 20 years later, what is the biggest legacy 9/11 has left on

the world?


